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Industrial Relations and Social Security
The Social Responsibility
By

ARTHUR

BYwhotheisterm
"Employer" we mean one
entrusted with the responsibility of managing a section of industry
for the good of the community, his
stewardship therefore requiring him to
hold the balance fairly between his
three masters, viz., the owners of the
savings entrusted to his care, the employees of the concern wbich he runs
and the public to whom its products
are sold.
For the owners of the savings entrusted
to his management he has to provide
such reward as will be sufficient to
justify his being allowed to branch
out into new employment-providing
business ventures as invention and
improving technique permit, or in
other words, as will continue to
attract so-called "venture capital."
For the employees of the business he
must provide as steady jobs as the
nature of the business can be made
to permit along wi th-a t the wors t-a living wage and-at the bestan ever-increasing standard of living
and secmity.
For the public to which tbe products
of the business go, he must provide
an improving quality of product at
a lowering price level.
While believing that adversity often
brings out great qualities of individual
endurance and therefore causes growth of
individual character, nevertheless it is
also my belief that the buman race to
achieve its highest spiritual purpose
requires a background of greater economic
opportunity for the average individual
than yet obtains. In the aehievement of
this aim the three phases of management's
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responsibilities outlined smely provide
a sufficient field to keep the fires of
enthusiasm bmning very brightly.
To achieve the three pmposes outlined, profitable enterprise is obviously
a necessity, for without it a sufficient
margin would be lacking and the sources
of enterprise would "dry up". Indeed
individual incentive would be increasingly
lacking, and the ground already won
would probably be lost and reflected in
a reversal of the bigher standard of
living trend so obvious in the history
to date of productive enterprise. Admittedly there have always been the few
who serve without hope or desire for the
personal reward which goes with money:
power, co=unity admiration-or whatever other reward the individual most
values in life; but such individuals are
few and far between and complete selflesness is I fear so unusual as to be a negligible, even though, one can hope, a
growing, practical force.
For the "run of mine" mortal I think
we can agree that financial reward, at
least in the earlier period of his life,
still provides the best all round method
for harnessing his efforts for community
good.
Such reward I believe is not earned
at the expense of the co=unity. "You
can't take it with you." And if there
be what appears to be surplus earnings or
reward to an individ ual or to a business
it quickly and of necessity returns to
the community, for there is ultimately
no where else for it to go.
Some may feel that with government
planning a.nd funning of business, as good
results as, or better results than, those
which have been achieved under the
individual incentive motive, would be
achieved. Such centralized control however must of necessity still involve tbe
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faults that go with human managemeut
and must surely lead to totalitarianism
with the individual subservient to the
state instead of the state existing for
the benefit of the individual. Surely
we can already see enough of that type
of experiment, whether styled as Fascist,
Communist, National Socialist, or other
"ist" to make us prefer the method which
has already brought us so far along the
road towards decent living standards
for all. Forced labour on unproductive
work, or even upon productive work, at
subsistence wages is surely no solution
of unemployment as true democracies
understand solutions, nor does it represent
a method likely to tend towards the
.ver increasing standard of living for
the average man which is the all Important desideratum.
So I assmne this community need for
profitable enterprise, whether for the
individual or for employment-creating
business developments.
With this background let us then
examine the social responsibilities of the
employer, i.e. that phase of the employer's
problems that have to do with the assurance of a fair mjnimum wage and an
ever improving standard of living for
the employees of the enterprise he
manages.
The question, surely, is one of relative
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dependent for his very subsistence on
the day to day job. Hwnan frailities
therefore, follo,ving as ever the line of
least resistance, resulted in management
being less worried regarding its indnstrial
relations obligations than regarding those
in the other two fields. In fact as we
all know the more short-sighted side of
management often went so far as to
exploit labour as a means of satisfying
its obligations to the other two forces.
A reaction towards common sense in
this matter later occurred, aided where
necessary by crude direct action by the
workers, a reaction which was already
established when my early bnsiness life
began, and gradually the emphasis ha$
changed and is still changing even in
the harder-boiled type of employer, and
management is genuinely concerned over
its industrial relations. Unfortunately
neglect of this phase of technique
has, as always, impaired efficiency in
the handling of it and in many cases
the teehnique of industrial relations requires a drastic overhauling. That today
is increasingly obvious to all, not least
to management, and profitable business
is rapidly realising the advantages of
increased efficiency in this domain. For
efficiency it is that is required, even more
than the impetus which comes from
hmnan sympathies. The worker has a
right to expect more than sympathynamely the realisation that the satisfaction of the workers legitimate needs
and constant consideration of his personal
problems is an ordinary part of successful
business management.
With this emphasis constructively in
the process of change and correction, how
can we attempt to chart our course in the
interests of successful enterprise, so as
to accelerate the process and prevent the
inevitable waste of effort involved in a
nwnber of unrelated ad hoc decisions?
What has labour the right to expect

emphasis.
In the past the daily demands imposed
upon management (wbetheridentical with
ownership or not) were onerous enough
to have resulted in an insufficient development of a philosophy of approach
to industrial relations problems. In
the other two phases of business management obligations, namely the obligation to
the man who had saved and had his
savings available for investment in employment-creating ventill'es, or even
that to the consuming public, the relationship was direct and in the main overpowering. If the support of those who from management?
had saved was not forthcoming, llIanageWhat has management the right to
~ent found itself automatically in a expect from labour?
cW-de-sac". Or if the public was not
In satisfying labour's needs, what
satisfied, it limited its purchases to strict are the limitations involved in the interest
~ecessities. But in the industrial rela- of the general public?
tIOns field, the labouring man was often
How best can management and labour
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be brought to appreciate each others' 6. An appreciation of the advantage
involved in seeing that the emproblems?
ployees sbare wi th the public and
These are the vital questions today.
with the snpplier of venture capital,
In endeavouring to answer these quesin the form of an increasing "real
tions. obviously one of the fu'st requi.rethe efficiencies which flow
,vage
ments is to keep that outlook practical
from technological improvements in
by bearing in mind tha.t progress at any
industrial processes.
given time must be confined to the
maximum advance which can be secured 7. A willingness to help in the developfor the employees in the industry in
ment of governmental proteetion
question consistent with meeting the
for the worker against those of
other two types of management obligalife's vicissitudes for which managetions outlined. keeping always in mind
ment finds it is outside the power
also the governing necessity .that none
of the individual business in qnestion
of the objects can be properly achieved
to cater.
unless enterprise is profitable.
Again. what has management the right
Wbat can labour legitimately expect to expect from labour? I suggest:
from management? I suggest:
1. A recognition of the fact that if enter1. That management of each industrial
prise is nnprofitable jobs are insecure
enterprise should really have an
and pay is bound to be low. That
industrial relations policy; a carefuJly
profitable enterprise is therefore a
considered one. and one that is
llsino qua non" if labour is to prosper.
overhauJed at frequent intervals. 2. A recognition of the fact that labour
2. That management be sincere in carryis a partner with those who venture
ing out its industrial relations policy
their savings in the en terprise and
by making it known and operative
with the consuming public (of which
amongst its employees.
after alJ labour is the largest part)
and
as such must be willing to see
3. That management see that there is
the other partners benefit from entert machinery set up and operating
pnse.
which will enable it to keep in constant touch with employee needs. 3. A willingness to sit down with managesmall and large, something that is
ment in an effort to understand the
more than ever necessary in these
mutual problems involved in maindays of large business enterprises.
taining and creating profitable enterwhich have done much to improve
pflse.
productive and distributive efficienNow, how best can management and
cies, but which. however, by their labom' be brought to an appreciation of
very size have involved lessened each others problems?
individual contacts between headObvionsly varying conditions in differmen and the general rnn of workmen. ent branehes of industry will call for
4. An appreciation of the vital necessity quite differing treatment.
of helping the worker to provide
Where strong labour and employer
himself with "security" against the organisations al.ready exist in a given
normal vicissitudes of life, in order industry, machinery for handl,ing maj~r
that fear of the future may be re- issues such as wage ndjusiments IS
moved as a source of daily worry. already there. Even in these cases how5. An appreciation of the necessity of ever there may be much room for imavoiding a paternalistic outlook in proved contacts.
'~hel'€ union organisations or emachieving security results under 4,
ployer
associations are weak or nonan outlook which is frequently all too
prevalent in forward looking smaller existent, an effort must be made wherever
practicable to solve the problem through
family business concerns.
Jl
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the creation of new points of contact. for understanding each othcrs' problems
And here in Canada I feel managemen t has has left a fertile ground for demagogic
a great and unusual oPPol·tunity, partic- meddling with. and muddling of, issues.
ularly iu many manufacturing ind ustries, And whether management likes it or
to contribute to an improvement in the not the fact remains that we must have
art of industrial relations, an opportunity lacked in efficiency in handling our
of which advantage has frequently not industrial relations problems or we would
not toda,y be fearing the lack of underyet been taken.
Much has been made recently of the standing by labour of management's
neeessity for labour having the right to problems, a lack which is probably
organise; the right to bargain collectively frequently matched or nearly matched
with employers; and the right of by management's lack of understanding
individual workers to participate in such of the problems of the individual labouractivities without any question of their er.
Today there is much too much a tend.
jobs being endangered a~ a result of such
ency to look to legislation to put right
participation.
To my mind these touch largely the Om industrial difficulties. So many feel
more acadcmic side of the questions at that if we make this unlawful or that
issue. They should be, and in most lawful all difficulties will be overcome.
cases I imagine are, conceded freely and We even see in a neighbouring country
without argument, and certainly every an act put through which assumes it is
employee should be entirely free to join only on the part of the employer that
or not to join a given labour organisation unfair labour practices can occur, an
and should suffer no prejudice from the act which, largely as a consequence of
this bias, is engendering many more
employer in so doing.
What is a much more vital necessity difficnlties than it set out to cure and
is the immediate establishment of ma- which in causing fear and uncertainty is
chinery to provide for a continual holding back jobs from the worker.
exchange of ideas as between the worker No, legislation, except in special inand management. In very many cases stances, is not to be trusted as a solution.
I believe this can best be achieved through There is no substitute for the gradual
the medium of the 'Yorks Council idea, growth of standards inside any human
worked out in whatsoever manner is institution. Legislation may point the
most suitable for the individual factory way but compulsion is a poor weapon
or enterprise. Nor do I refer to any as compared with co-operation- and seldom
pcrfnnctory council engaged in discussing achieves its purpose.
ouly minor problems to the avoidence
What we need in Canada is more
of major ones, though it is startling to conscious effort inside industry on the
note how often minor problems unknown part of management and labour to obtain
or badly handled so frequently develop a better understanding of each others'
into major 0110S. Unless management's needs aud for this effort I feel managerepresentatives appreciate that they have ment must assume the prime respousias much to learn for the benefit of the busi- bility. Governmental effort is better
ness as can be imparted to the worker restricted to encouragement of such pro111 such councils, relatively little progress
grammes and to mediation where cowill ensue from their establishment. And operation has temporarily failed.
again without such a medium of common
I have endeavoured to suggest a
understanding there can be no adoquate general background of approach for manrealisatIOn of the common aim, namely agement's Industrial Relations policy.
the prosperity of the enterprise itself. It is meant to be something for discussion
Such councils need not cut across trade and development as may best suit particuU;U0nism, nor across the responsibilities lar circumstances, not as a dogmatic stateo . managemcnt, but surely it is often ment. But as to the necessity of soma
eVIdent today that the lack of such media greater emphasis on this phase of manage-
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Spousored by a group of Maritime
industrialists headed by J. B. Hayes,
Manager of the Nova Scotia Light and
Power Company, the second Maritime
Conference On Industrial Relations took
place at Dalhousie-Kings on Friday and
Saturday. It was held under the auspices
of the Dalhousie Institute of Public
Affairs which was also in charge of the
preparations. The purpose of the Conference was to give cueful study to the
problems affecting the relationship between companies ",nd their employees,
and also to the efforts of governments
to promote the wclfare of the workers.
The Conference was attended by more
than fifty industrialists from all parts
of the Maritimes and a number of invited gnests. All major industries from
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick were
represented, twenty-two of the visitors
coming from outside Halifax. The provincial governments of Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick had sent representatives
as well as the Federal Department of
Labour in Ottawa and the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association in Toronto.
The first session, under the chairmanship of J. B. Hayes, was occupied by
papers and discussions dealing with the
employer-employee relationship. A. B.
Purvis, President and Managing Director
of Canadian Industries Limited in Montreal, spoke on "The Social Responsibility
of the Employer".' He gave an inspiring
address that was followed by more than
an hour's discussion. R. L. Dunsmore,
Superintendent of the Imperial Oil Limited, read a paper on "Company Pension
Plans".

From the discussion following the paper
it was apparent that the majority of
the Confercnce strongly favoured the
establishment of pension plans in Maritime industries and as far as possible
on a cantributory basis. Colonel A. N.
Jones, Vice-President of Pickford and
Black, took as his subject "Employees'
Representation",
In the foreground of the second session
which was presided over by F. M. Blois,
M.L.A., Superintendent of StanfieLd's
Limited, Trmo, was the problem of unemployment. Stewart Bates, Professor
of Commerce, Dalhousie University, discussed the "Economic and Financial
Implications of the Canadian Unemployment Problem",' while R. D. Crawford,
Town Clerk of Amherst, dealt with
"Unemployment Relief", and R. W.
McColough, Chief Engineer of the Nova
Scotia Department of Highways, explamed the program of public works
carried out in the Province of Nova
Scotia.
The last Conference session, for which
G. E. Graham, Vice-President and General Manager of the Dominion Atlantic ,
acted as chairman, was devoted to the
problem of "Arbitration and Conciliation". G. V. V. Nicholls of the staff of
the Canadian ManuJ'acturcrs' Association in Toronto explained "The Legal
Background", while E. B. Paul, Resident
Superintendent of the Dominion Steel
and Coal Corporation in StellartOll, discussed "The Practice in Nova Scotia",
and W. A. MacDonald, President of
the Canadian Union of Marine Engineers,
gave the viewpoin t of the employee.
The program 1I1so included two
luncheon meetings. The first, ,mder the
chairmanship of Han. Dr. l~. R. Davis,
Nova Scotia Minister of Health, was
addressed by Dean V. C. MacDonald of
the Dalhousie Law School on "Canada's
Social Problems and the Constitution".
At the second luncheon meeting Prafessor B. A. Fletcher of Dalhousie spoke
on "'l'he Social Responsibility of the
University". D. R. Turnbull, Managing

1. Mr. Purvis' paper appears on p. 88 of this issue.

2. Professor Bates' papOl" appears on p. 64 of this isSue.

ments' problem and of prompt moves by
management to improve its effieieneies
where industrial relatious are eoucerned
I have no doubt. Truly it is one of the
main foundations of any public relations
poliey and productive enterprise suffers
much today from management's past and
present lacks in this regard.
Second Maritime Conference on
Industrial Relations
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Director of the Acadia Sugar Refining
Company, acted as chairman.
A new commi ttee was elected to carry
on the work of the conference and to
prepare for next year's conference. The
committee is composed of the following:
Chairman, D. R. Turnbull, Halifax; J.
A. Ford, Moncton; F. C. Macnabb,
Saint John; J. A. MacDonald, Sydney;
F. M. Blois, '['ruro; B. J. Waters, Liverpool; J. B. Hayes, Halifax, and C. J.
Morrow, Lunenburg. Professor L. Richter of the Dalhousie Institute of Public
Affairs, will further serve as secretary
to tbe committee.
The Labour and Industrial Relations
Act of New Brunswick

The Labour and Industrial Relations
Act, passed at the last session of the
New Brunswick Legislature, provides
for the appointment of a Fair Wage
Officer to hear complaints and investigate
wages, hours and conditions of labour
prevailing in any trade, industry or
business. Where it appears that the
wages, hours or conditions of labour
are inadcquate or unfair, the Officer may
call a confcrence of represcn tatives of
employers and workers to attempt to
adjust the conditions. The conference
is to submit to the Minister of Labour
a report of its proceedings and conclusions. The latter may refer the report
to the Fair Wage Board, to be appointed
by the Licutenant-Governor in Council
and to consist of five members (who
are to hold office during plcasure), two
of whom are to represent employers and
two employces with a disinterested person as chairman. Whether or not an
invcstigation or conference has been held,
tbe Board may make ordcrs establishing
fair rates of wages, and maximum hours,
and fix overtime rates.
The sections of the Act dealing with
freedom of association follow to a ccrtain extent the lines of the Draft Bill
of the Tradcs and Labour Congress. It
IS deelared that "the right of employers
and employees to organise iu associations,
trade unions or other groups for any
lawful purpose is hereby recognised", and
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that it is lawful for employees to bargain
colleetively with their employers and
to eonduct such bargaining through their
representatives elected by a majority of
the employees affected, or through officers of the organisation to which the
majority of such employees belong.
The sections relating to investigation
and conciliation of labour disputes apply
to any dispute between an employer and a
majority of all his employees, or a majority of his employees in any separate
plant or department. Where a dispute
exists either party may apply to the
Minister for appointment of a Conciliation Commissioner, or the Minister may
appoint a Commissioner on his own
initiative if he deems it advisable. The
Commissioner is required to investigate
the dispute and scek to arrive at an
amicable settlement. If he is unable
to effect a settlement, the Minister must
refer the case to a Board of Conciliation,
bu t unless otherwise ordered by the
Minister such reference is ouly to be
made when the dispute affccts 30 or more
employees. The Board is made up of
one representative of the employers, one
of employecs and the third, who is to be
chairman, nominated by the mcmbers
so choscn. If within a givcn period
either party fails to appoint a representative, the Minister must make the
appointment on their behalf.
Mter
making a full inquiry thc Board is required to submit its report and recommendations. The qucstion of acceptance
or rejection of thc Board's report is to
be submitted to a separate votc (by
secret ballot) of employers and employees,
neither being required to accept it.
Exemption from thc provisions of the
Act is granted where there is au agreement between an employer and an
organisation of employees for arbitration of disputes.
Under the new statute strikes and
lockouts are prohibited unless the dispute has been referred to a Board of
Conciliation and the parties have voted
to accept or rejeet the recommendations
of the Board or unless the matters in
dispute have been dealt with and an
order made by the Fair Wage Board.
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Legislation in Great Britain Providing
For Holidays With Pay

The recent Holidays With Pay Act
(1938) of the British Government empowers Trade Boards and Agrieultmal
Wages Committees in England, Wales
and Seotland to provide for holidays with
pa~' for the workers fOI' whom they prescribe minimum wages. Similar powers
are given to any statutory bodies for
the regulation of minimum wages, such
as the Road Haulage Central Wages
Board, set up under new legislation.
Tho wago-regulating authorities mentioned are given power to di.rect that any
workers for whom they are fixing or
have fixed minimum rates of wages or
statutory remuneration shall be entitled
to be allowed holidays. These holidays
shall be of such duration, subject to
certain limitations, as the authority may
direct, and the direction may also contain
provisions as to the times at which and
the circumstances in which such holidays
shall be allowed. The first of the limitations on the duration of the holiday is
that it must be related to the dmation
of the period for which the em ployer has
employed the worker or has engaged to
employ him. The socond limitation, applied in certain eases, is that the holidays
shall not exceed one week in any period
of twelve months. Agricultural Wages
Committees may not provide for holidays
of eont.inuous periods exceeding three
consecutive days. All such holidays allowed to a worker shall, unless the
direction otherwise provides, be in
addition to any other statutory holidays
to which he may be entitled.
The necessary power to fix "holiday
remuneration" is granted to the Trade
Boards and Agricultural Wages Committees, the Road Haulage Central Wages
Board having already been granted such
powers by thc Road Haulage Wages Act.
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It is also provided that the holiday
remuneration shall both aeerue and become payable at the times and subject
to the conditions laid down by the authorities.
The Act provides that on a joint
application made by an organization
represcnting employers and an organisation rfi'presenting workers in an industry
or a branch of an industry, the Minister
of Labour may in accordance with
arrangements made by him with the
consent of the Treasmy assist the administration of a scheme for secming
holidays with pay by attaching officers
of the Ministry and in any other way he
thinks fit. In particular the arrangements made may provide for the Minister
to make to the workers tho holiday
payments due under the scheme. Wbere
this is done the arrangements shall also
provide for both the sums paid out and
any expenses attribu table to the scheme
to be repaid to the Minister.
Hospital Insurance Plan Adopted by
Company

The John LaBatt Company has announced that it will assume the cost
of employees' hospital expenses. In a
circular issued to all employees, it was
stated: "The burden of hospital expenses is in many cases a serious load
for the indi vid ual to carry. The bills
resulting from sickness may oftentimes
take most of an individual's savings.
Therefore, the Company have pleasure
in offering to all em ployees a plan of
hospital insurance." According to the
plan, each employee receives an allowance evcry day for which he is confined
to any licensed hospital for sickness and
off-the-job accidcnts, as well as a certain
indemnity for the usc of operating rooms,
anaesthetics, etc. The plan has been
adopted without cost to employees.

